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THE CORPORATION OF THE

CITY OF WHITE ROCK

15322 BUENA VISTA AVENUE, WHITE ROCK, B.C. V4B 1Y6

September 4, 2019
A MEETING of the MARINE DRIVE TASK FORCE will be held in the CITY HALL
COUNCIL CHAMBERS on TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 2019, at 6:15 p.m. for the
transaction of business listed below.
Tracey Arthur, Director of Corporate Administration

AGENDA

1.

CALL TO ORDER

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA
RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Marine Drive Task Force adopt the September 10, 2019 agenda as circulated.

3.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES
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RECOMMENDATION
THAT the Marine Drive Task Force adopt the July 16, 2019 minutes as circulated.
4.

MARINE DRIVE BUSINESSES TOP FIVE (5) WATERFRONT ISSUES
Manager of Planning to discuss the top five (5) issues identified by Marine Drive
businesses through the July community forum session.

5.

PARKING TASK FORCE UPDATE
Councillor Trevelyan, Chairperson for the Marine Drive Task Force, to provide and
update regarding parking rates on the waterfront.

6.

REVIEW OF ZONING BYLAWS RELATED TO PARKING/ LOADING
The Task Force to review Zoning Bylaw - Sections 4.14 and 4.15.
Note: An excerpt of the Zoning Bylaw has been provided.

7.
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BUSINESS INPUT/ IDEAS
Task Force members H. Valentine, and T. Blume to discuss the following items:
• Patio rents;
• Patio Enclosures;
• Signage for parking hours/rates; and,
• Pier Marina – Short-term boat parking opportunities for visitors.
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8.

EVENT UPDATES
• Festival of Lights – G. Gumley
• White Rock Business Improvement Association (BIA) events planned for
September and October – A. Nixon, Executive Director, White Rock BIA

9.

OTHER BUSINESS

10.

CORRESPONDENCE
• Email dated July 11, 2019 from Z. McLutch,
PAGE 10
Ai-Smart Municipality Performance Accelerator, MSCS
(provided to the Task Force on behalf of Mayor Walker, for the Task Force’s
information)
• Letter and attachment from resident group ‘Citizens for a
PAGE 11
Safe White Rock.’

11.

NEXT STEPS FOR THE MARINE DRIVE TASK FORCE

12.

2019 SCHEDULE OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The following schedule of meetings has been provided to the Task Force for their
information:
•
October 15; and
•
November 19

13.

CONCLUSION OF THE SEPTEMBER 10, 2019 MEETING
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Minutes of a Marine Drive Task Force
held in the City Hall Council Chambers on
July 16, 2019
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PRESENT:

C. Latzen, Chairperson
G. Gumley, Vice-Chairperson
T. Blume, Community Member
H. Valentine, Community Member
A. Shah, Community Member

NON-VOTING:

P. Giesbrecht, Semiahmoo First Nations
A. Nixon, White Rock Business Improvement Association
R. Khanna, South Surrey/White Rock Chamber of Commerce (arrived at
4:05 p.m.)

COUNCIL:

Mayor Walker (left at 4:40 p.m.)
Councillor H. Fathers (non-voting)

ABSENT:

C. James, Tourism White Rock (non-voting)

STAFF:

C. Johannsen, Director of Planning & Development Services
C. Isaak, Manager of Planning and Development Services
D. Johnstone, Committee Clerk
Public: 5
Press: 0

1.

CALL TO ORDER
The Chairperson called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m.

2.

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

2019-MDTF- 004

It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Marine Drive Task Force adopts the June 18, 2019 agenda as
circulated.
CARRIED

3.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2019-MDTF- 005

It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Marine Drive Task Force adopts the June 18, 2019 minutes as
circulated.
CARRIED

4.

WATERFRONT HEALTH ASSESSMENT TOOL
Staff provided a PowerPoint presentation summarizing the Task Force’s
responses from the Waterfront Health Assessment Tool.

Minutes of a Marine Drive Task Force
held in the City Hall Council Chambers on
July 16, 2019
5.
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KEY ISSUES/SUMMARY OF THE WATERFRONT ENHANCEMENT
STRATEGY DRAFT RESOURCE BOOK
Michael von Hausen, MVH Urban Planning & Design Inc. provided a
PowerPoint presentation regarding the Waterfront Enhancement Strategy
(WES) Draft Resource Book. The following information was provided:
• A further workshop regarding potential issues and opportunities for the
Waterfront will take place on July 23 from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
(business oriented) and July 23 from 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. (public
drop-in).
• Through the Waterfront Health Assessment Tool 28 items have been
identified as potential priorities. Following the workshop sessions on
July 23rd these priorities would be narrowed down to a list of the top ten
(10).
• The overall goal is to develop an action-oriented plan.
• Public Open Houses will take place in fall, 2019.
The Task Force provided the following comments:
• A waterfront visioning process took place in 2011. Feedback obtained
through that process could be utilized to further inform the WES.
• Implementing an action-oriented plan was encouraged.
• One of the most critical challenges for the Waterfront is to make it a
desirable all-season location.
• The focus on a partnership with the Semiahmoo First Nation (SFN) is
positive.
• With the new parkade, underutilized parking lots could be re-purposed
for parklets or additional space for activities.
• An interest was expressed in looking into additional activities to offer
along Marine Drive (tennis or pickleball courts, playground, skating
rink etc.)
• Opportunities in the off-season (September 15 to March 15) is where
the greatest opportunities for change exist.
• Obtaining public input on the Pier and how it could better serve the
community and visitors was suggested.
• The funicular was discussed, and it was noted this initiative could also
assist with hump stabilization.
• Empty storefronts could be utilized for pop-up shops.
• Additional connections from East Beach to the promenade and
connections with the SFN parking lot were discussed.
In response to questions from the Task Force, staff noted the following:
• Once finalized, the WES would be provided to Council through a
corporate report. A number of components would be included for
consideration (Community/Task Force feedback, action plans, potential
Bylaw amendments etc.)

Minutes of a Marine Drive Task Force
held in the City Hall Council Chambers on
July 16, 2019
•
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It is anticipated that a finalized report would be provided to Council for
their consideration by the end of 2019.

6.

WATERFRONT COMMUNITY FORUM
Staff noted that there would be five (5) questions for consideration for the
Waterfront Community Forum. They include:
• What is great about the waterfront?
• What is missing to make it greater?
• How can it thrive and not feel crowded?
• What are the key issues?
• What are the opportunities?

7.

WATERFRONT DESIGN WORKSHOP
This item was discussed during Item 5.

8.

MARINE DRIVE TASK FORCE NEXT STEPS
C. Latzen, Chairperson, summarized a PowerPoint presentation regarding the
proposed work plan for the Marine Drive Task Force.

2019-MDTF- 006

It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Marine Drive Task Force requests that Council consider inviting
Burlington Northern and Santa Fe (BNSF) Railway to a future Task Force
meeting.
CARRIED

Minutes of a Marine Drive Task Force
held in the City Hall Council Chambers on
July 16, 2019
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2019-MDTF- 007

It was MOVED and SECONDED
THAT the Marine Drive Task Force requests that Council consider the
following as the Marine Drive Task Force work plan for 2019:
• Provide input and ideas on how to enhance Marine Drive and the
Waterfront
• Support creation of final Waterfront Enhancement Strategy document
• Prioritize projects and recommend implementation to Council
• Explore new partnerships and additional dedicated resources for
waterfront enhancement
• Explore opportunities to attract new and support existing businesses
o Recommend an ideal business mix and actions that can be taken
to achieve it
o Undertake a review of bylaws and zoning requirements that are
restricting business viability and investment
• Consider role post Waterfront Enhancement Strategy completion, for
example:
o Pier phase two (2)
o Promenade enhancements
o Signage
o Tourism and marketing
o Events and activities.
CARRIED

9.

2019 SCHEDULE OF COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Review the following schedule of 2019 Task Force meetings:
• September 10;
• October 15; and
• November 19

10.

CONCLUSION OF THE JULY 16, 2019 MEETING
The Chairperson declared the meeting concluded at 6:08 p.m.

C. Latzen
Chairperson

D. Johnstone
Committee Clerk

Excerpt from White Rock
Zoning Bylaw 2000
4.13.6 In the RM-1, RM-2 and RM-3 zones only, where solar panels or other green energy
technologies are installed on or within a roof, the maximum height of buildings and
structures permitted elsewhere in this Bylaw may be exceeded for solar heating panels by
not more than 2.2m (7.22ft).
4.14

Off-Street Parking Requirements

4.14.1 Unless otherwise indicated in this Bylaw, off-street parking spaces must be provided and
maintained in accordance with the following standards:
Development Type or Use
RESIDENTIAL USES
One-unit residential
Two-unit residential
Three-unit residential
Townhouse
Accessory secondary suite
Accessory coach house
Accessory vacation rental
Accessory bed & breakfast
Accessory boarding use
Apartment
Community Care Facility
Accessory Child Care Centre
COMMERCIAL USES
Commercial – retail

Commercial – office

Commercial – restaurant or licensed
establishment
Hotel / Motel
INSTITUTIONAL & CULTURAL USES
Civic use, Recreational use

Zoning Bylaw No. 2000

Required Parking Spaces
2 per dwelling unit, except 1 per dwelling
unit for lots zoned RS-3 fronting onto
Marine Drive
1 per dwelling unit
1 per sleeping unit
1.2 per dwelling unit, plus 0.3 per dwelling
unit for visitor parking, for a total of 1.5
spaces per dwelling unit
1 per 5 units plus 1 for every 2 employees
2 spaces for pick-up and drop-off plus 1 for
every 2 employees
1 per every 37m² of commercial (retail)
floor area, except 1 per 74m² of
commercial (retail) floor area for lots
fronting onto Marine Drive
1 per every 37m² of commercial (office)
floor area, except 1 per 74m² of
commercial (office) floor area for lots
fronting onto Marine Drive
1 per every 8 seats available for customer
use, except 1 per every 16 seats for lots
fronting onto Marine Drive
1 per sleeping unit
1 per every 37m² of institutional floor area
used for a civic or recreational use. For
1174 Fir Street only (lot 1, Block 30, Plan
11883), 6 parking spaces total for
Page 23
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Assembly use
Elementary school
Hospital
Child Care Centre

professional and semi-professional office
use.
1 per every 46m² of institutional floor area
used for an assembly use
1 per every 92m² of institutional floor area
1 per 5 patient beds
1 per every 3 employees, plus 2 spaces for
pick-up and drop-off

4.14.2 Notwithstanding Paragraph 4.14.1 above, developments existing prior to the adoption of
this Bylaw shall be considered acceptable provided that there are no changes in the use or
increases in the floor area and/or density of the development. If there is a change of use
or increase in floor area or density, an existing development will be required to comply
with the parking requirements outlined in Paragraph 4.14.1.
4.14.3 The minimum on-site parking requirements outlined in Paragraph 4.14.1 above may be
reduced by up to a maximum of 10% where:
a) transportation demand management measures, including the use of car co-operatives,
or car-share programs, are provided, and
b) the reduction in minimum on-site parking requirements is substantiated by a parking
study that is prepared by a registered professional engineer and is subject to review
and approval by the City; and
c) the proponents offer and enter into a covenant to require continuation of the
transportation demand management measure.
4.14.4 Where a building or structure is used for more than one permitted use, the required
number of parking spaces shall be interpreted as the sum of the requirements for each
use.
4.14.5 Notwithstanding Paragraph 4.14.4 above, shared on-site parking areas for two (2) or
more uses may be permitted where:
a) the maximum demand for such parking areas by the individual uses occurs at
different periods of the day;
b) the maximum demand of such parking areas is substantiated by a parking study that is
prepared by a registered professional engineer and is subject to review and approval
by the City; and
c) the proponents offer and enter into a covenant to restrict any change of use or
occupancy that would adversely affect the continuation of the shared on-site parking
arrangement.
4.14.6 The size of parking spaces for persons with disabilities shall be provided in accordance
with the requirements of the BC Building Code. Further, as part of the overall required
number of parking stalls, parking stalls for occupancies where more than 10 parking
spaces are provided shall be provided as follows:
Total Required Spaces
10 to 75
76 to 125
126 to 200
Zoning Bylaw No. 2000

Required Spaces for Handicapped
1
2
3
Page 24
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Over 200

4 plus 1 for every additional 100 or
fraction thereof

4.14.7 In the calculation of required parking, where the calculation results in a fraction of a
parking space, any fraction less than 0.5 shall be disregarded and any fraction of 0.5 or
greater shall require one (1) full parking space.
4.14.8 Minimum parking space dimensions shall be as follows:

4.14.9

4.15

Angle

Width

Length

30˚
45˚
60˚
90˚
Parallel
Parking

2.7m
2.7m
2.7m
2.7m
2.5m

5.2m
5.2m
5.2m
5.8m
7.0m

Depth to
Curb
5.2m
6.0m
6.4m
5.8m
2.5m

Aisle
Width
3.5m
3.9m
5.0m
6.7m
3.5m
6.0m

Traffic
Direction
1-way
1-way
1-way
1- or 2-way
1-way
2-way

Small car spaces may be provided to a maximum portion of 40% of the total parking
required, shall have a minimum width of 2.5m and minimum length of 5.2m, and shall
be clearly marked for small car use only.
Off-Street Loading Requirements

4.15.1 Additional spaces must be provided for the temporary stopping, loading and unloading of
vehicles for every commercial site, place of public assembly, hospital, institution, school,
or club. The minimum number of loading spaces in addition to the parking space
requirements of Paragraph 4.14.1 above, are as follows:
Commercial / Institutional Floor Area
< 500m²
500-2000m²
2001-3500m²
>3500m²

Required Loading Spaces
1 loading space
2 loading spaces
3 loading spaces
1 additional loading space for every
additional 5000m² of commercial /
institutional floor area

4.15.2 Notwithstanding the above, a minimum of one (1) off-street loading space shall be
provided for every apartment complex, assisted-living complex and care facility
containing more than ten (10) dwelling units or living units. Where the apartment
complex, assisted-living complex or care facility is provided in more than one principal
building with separate elevators for each building, one (1) off-street loading space shall
be provided for each principal building containing more than ten (10) dwelling units or
living units.
4.15.3 Loading spaces shall have a minimum width of 3.0m, a minimum length of 9.0m and a
minimum clearance height of 3.7m.

Zoning Bylaw No. 2000
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From: Zane McLutch | Art-Intel | <zmclutch@shaw.ca>
Sent: July 11, 2019 12:41 PM
To: Darryl Walker <DWalker@whiterockcity.ca>
Subject: RE: Ai-Smart Public Engagement & Business Retention Expertise
I specialize in result-focused Public Engagement and Business Retention improvement,
utilizing my proprietary Artificial Intelligence (Ai) algorithms tailored to attracting people and
businesses to live, work and do business in the City of White Rock.
The method is effective, and I can demonstrate results within 90 days.
Your organization would greatly benefit from my scarce hands-on expertise in City Economic Growth,
empowered by Ai-Smart Municipality.
Nowadays, when real-estate market vector is pointing south, negatively affecting consumer spending
confidence, thus, local governments must go an extra mileage to retain people and businesses.
Hence, we’re entering new era of Artificial Intelligence (Ai), enabling us to accomplish more.
All the above is in support of City Strategic Goals, establishing unified and vibrant community. Please
advise should a touch-base conversation be feasible.
Regards,
Zane McLutch | Ai-Smart Municipality Performance Accelerator, MSCS Ai-Smart Public Engagement
& Business Retention Practice Vancouver, BC
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Dr. Kristian Waaben
203-15941 Marine Drive
White Rock BC
604 376 0483
drwaaben@gmail.com

Dear White Rock City council member
I am writing on behalf of a group of White Rock marina area residents or, as one might wish to
call us, “Citizens for a Safe White Rock”.
Please find attached to this letter the draft of an article we have prepared for publication in the
general media titled “Nightmare on Marine Drive in White Rock BC”. It proudly praises our lovely seaside
town of White Rock, but at the same time puts a spotlight on the unfortunate nightmarish conditions its
residents and visitors have to endure due to the much illegal speeding on the 5km long Marine Drive 30
km/hr zone. Less than 15% of all vehicles obey the speed limit. This eye-opening article is based on two
years of observations using among other a Bushnell Velocity Speed Gun, based on talking to multiple
residents and on making multiple notations of dangerous incidents created by the speeders. We have in
the article carefully attempted to detail the countless ways speeding negatively impacts everyone,
categorize and give a unique “close up” of the many dangerous types of incidents it repeatedly creates
and the many ways the illegal speeding sadly effects people’s quality of life and their sense of feeling
safe.
Before publishing our article designed to draw public attention to the matter and draw support
for an effective definitive solution to the horrific speeding in the 5 km long 30 km/hr zone on Marine
Drive, we thought it only fair to the new White Rock council elected in late 2018 (and for whom most of
my family and acquaintances voted for!) to have the opportunity to view the horrific and eye-opening
details of our observations by reading a draft of the article. We have though too sent a copy to the
Honourable Mike Farnworth, Minister of Public Safety and Solicitor General, whom we believe would
find our highly detailed article very educational. It is our ultimate hope that White Rock city council upon
viewing these disclosures will be so alarmed as to immediately spring into action and initiate our
proposal mentioned in the article as to how to solve the problem. We would naturally be much more
thrilled to instead of a negative sad article on White Rock to be able to rewrite and publish an all
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positive article on our precious town to draw even more visitors, an article with for example the title
“How White Rock was saved from an ongoing Nightmare by its wonderful new council”. Perhaps even
generating a Marine Drive ticker tape parade a la New York for our counsellors, followed of course by an
all paid dinner at one of the many superb restaurants in our town. Bribery? for sure, but we would do
simply anything if it may save the life of a resident or a visitor.
Should we not have seen any major improvements begun or heard from council within the next
6 weeks, we will sadly have to assume that council has found our article of no interest/value and we
shall therefore proceed to vigorously approach the general public with our article for support including
MADD, the BC Government, BCAA magazine, BC tourist association, local and national news papers and
TV. We feel that White Rock is a truly unique Canadian gem worthy of protection and national affection.
This existing mayhem and the disregard the speeders have for other people’s safety needs urgently to
come to an end along our frequently highly people packed marina with its narrow sidewalks and
multiple unregulated pedestrian crossings (25). More than 85% of all vehicles along the marina speed, a
whole 50% of all vehicle’s consistently speeding anywhere between 50 and 100 km/hr in the max 30
km/hr zone. Medical experts tell us that being hit by a vehicle going 30 km/hr carries with it a 10% risk
of dying, however being hit by a vehicle doing just 50 km/hr the chance of death is a colossal 8 times
higher, namely 80%.

Yours kindly
Dr. Kristian Waaben.
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Nightmare on Marine Drive
in White Rock B.C.
(DRAFT)
©
by Citizens for a Safe White Rock
Just a stones throw from the Canadian – U.S.A. Peace Arch border lies the old lovely
small Pacific seaside town and municipality of White Rock. It is a true historic Canadian gem for
both the local population and for the countless most welcome visitors each year arriving from
nearby places or from far away foreign lands. There is so much to experience for all. Along the
main 5-kilometer coastal stretch are 3 major exciting public activity areas each lined with a score
or more of unique indoor and outdoor restaurants ever so friendly to both the palate and wallet.
You will here too find the cutesiest of shops to browse through exhibiting an abundance of exotic
inventories, in addition there are cozy coffee shops to enjoy plus multiple gourmet ice cream
parlors and fish and chips shops found no better anywhere else in the world. These splendors are
for the vast majority housed in old water front buildings generating that special seaside feel
which has characterized White Rock for over a hundred years. One old red waterfront house was
owned by the gangster Al Capone and used for booze smuggling from Canada to the U.S. during
the USA prohibition years.
But there is more. This was but the one side of the 5 km stretch of Marine Drive. On the
other side of the road we have the spectacular coast specked with wide fabulous inviting sandy
beaches almost craving of all kids that they bring their buckets and spades and craving of adults
that they rest their weary body on the soft fine sand and have their souls soothed by the quiet
calming sound of the waves trickling up on the shore. On this coastal side we too find a several
kilometer sea wall promenade walk lined with benches and picnic areas and where we can find
the famous 486-ton White Rock granite boulder that has become the symbol of our seaside town.
But that is just a small part of the coastal side of Marine Drive, visitors should for sure also take
a walk on the over ¼ mile long historic White Rock pier opened in 1914 and since repaired a
couple of times, be sure to take in the lovely flower displays specked along the coastal stretch,
visit ye old White Rock railway station and Canada Customs office established in 1909/1913
now turned into a museum and see the artists displaying for sale their lovely works outside or
book a whale watching tour. Along the 5 km long coastal side of Marine Drive, we find an area
with indigenous Totem poles paying tribute to our most noble local Semiahmoo hosts and their
ancestors, we find beautifully maintained indigenous grounds viewable from the road and
sometimes most generously hosting public events and several park-like areas accessible to the
general public. In addition to all these treasures to behold, there is along Marine Drive much
wildlife to be enjoyed. Lots of eagles grace the skies, ducks and Canada geese often walk on the
road, deer can often be seen, there are bunnies galore, racoons, herons and on occasion a pod of
majestic Orca whales or other sea farers pay us a visit off the coast.
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Most thrilling of all though is that there along both sides of the busy 5 km White Rock
marina is (weather permitting) an almost continuous flow of people and pets on the sidewalks
everyone enjoying life some hopefully humming the good old English tune: “Oh I do like to be
beside the seaside”. Several groups of between 10 to 40 excited visiting school children ranging
from pre to high school kids flanked by their teachers on the pavement are an almost daily sight,
there is an array of different people, many out walking with their pets, there are deeply in love
handholding couples aged anywhere from 16 to 100 and there are lots of groups of tourists and
families all absorbing the many pleasures of Marine Drive. Out on the actual road there are
cycling enthusiasts, ranging from professionals in tights on skinny racer bikes to exercise
enthusiasts wielding more robust looking bikes, and finally there are whole families on bikes
with their kids wobbling along the road hoping to get better. To add to this collage-like picture of
impressions we have many both gals and guys motor enthusiasts who regularly come to White
Rock to show case their beautifully maintained vintage cars, sports vehicles, trucks and cool
looking motorbikes. To complete the picture, there are many days where we have activities in
White Rock such as vintage car shows in the parks, music festivals, drive in movie nights, open
indigenous events, a bike race, public holiday celebrations and much more.
Legend tells us that White Rock came about in a most romantic way when a sea God’s
son and a Cowichan maiden fell in love, however both their fathers vehemently objecting.
Consequently, they hurled a huge White Rock out over the Strait of Georgia deciding that where
it landed would be their new home, their descendants becoming the Semiahmoo First Nation.
Modern White Rock first began around 1890 with a couple of houses then quickly became
popular as a recreational resort due to the warm climate and its inviting beaches. By 1910 many
residences were being built along the water front and up the slopes accentuated by the arrival of
the railway and a Canada Customs office, in 1914 came the opening of the spectacular pier with
the intent of promoting commercial fishing. By 1915 the economy was simply booming, there
were 3 newspapers, a school, 2 hotels and several local businesses. The rest is history, today
there are 20.000 people living in White Rock.
With all these attractions and activities going on it is only reasonable that the entire 5 km
people dense stretch of Marine Drive for decades has been designated a 30 km/hr traffic zone.
Anything else would simply be irresponsible. However, here begins the “Nightmare on Marine
Drive” the title of this article, a nightmare for its local residents, its pets, its wildlife and of
course its many unsuspecting visitors. Speed gun studies over the last two years initiated by
some concerned locals along Marine Drive have disclosed that less than 15% of all motorists
keep their speed around the 30 km/hr legal limit, about 35% of all vehicles unlawfully travel at a
speed between 30 and 50 km/hr, an outrageous 40% of all vehicles (4 out of 10!!) unlawfully
speed between 50 km/hr and 70 km/hr (averaging twice the speed limit), and another 10% of
vehicles or ca. 1 out of every 9 - 10 vehicles can daily be recorded travelling between 70 km/hr
and 90 km/hr along Marine Drive, up to 3 times the legal speed limit! Several vehicles can daily
be recorded doing an excess of 100 km/hr, in particular in the mornings and at night; in one
instance a speed of 123 km/hr, 4 times the speed limit was recorded! These numbers are simply
horrendous, have proven deadly and these speeders have a profoundly negative impact on our
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community as shall be illustrated in this article. Speeding takes place everywhere throughout the
entire 5 km stretch of the Marina. With the density of all the many people, pets and wildlife on
Marine Drive it is simply incomprehensible that continuing requests to do something about the
horrific illegal speeding seemingly have been ignored by previous councils in White Rock and
Surrey (Surrey being responsible for a little seaside stretch of Marine Drive). This despite that
medical specialists continuously warn us that being struck by a vehicle doing 30 km/hr carries
“only” a 10% risk of dying whereas being struck by at vehicle doing just 50 km/hr carries an
80% (!) risk of being fatal. More than 50% of all vehicles on Marine Drive illegally travel at a
speed that is considerably higher than 50 km/hr! One would expect that the quality of life and
safety of the local residents and the numerous White Rock visitors would be of importance.
We in our concerned flock of local residents have been looking for a word to describe the
speeding motorists on Marine Drive, most of them repetitive offenders. Realistically the term
“speeder” does not really characterize the individual behind the steering wheel. We challenge the
reader to help come up with a word that would better describe someone who 1) obviously does
not care at all about the safety of children, adults and elders except presumably those in their
own family, 2) rather than leaving where they came from just 5 minutes earlier instead choose to
speed and put others at risk, 3) disregard the law and force others to have imposed on them and
their loved ones the risks of bodily harm the speeder personally finds befitting, 4) most cowardly
as good as always take off from wild or domestic animals they have hit because of their
excessive speeding, leaving the creatures without help to suffer terribly on the road (a very
common occurrence on Marine Drive), and 5) will whine, make up excuses, sob or deny their
fault if they cause an accident and get stopped by the police (as we have seen several times),
most probably more worried about the trouble they themselves now are in, than any real concern
for their victims; if they genuinely had cared about other people or wildlife being hurt they
would not have been speeding in the first place. So dear reader what do you think would be a
good word to use for such people? Personally, the terms “cold-hearted”,” narcissistic” or
“fundamentally evil” come to mind. Being allowed to operate a potentially lethal instrument such
as a car out among a vulnerable general public is a privilege, not some God given right, a
privilege contingent upon exhibiting utmost care for others, a commitment to respecting existing
traffic rules and not making them up as you go to suite yourself. If a driver cannot abide by the
law, they should simply have to forfeit their privilege to drive, this would render the roads much
safer.
Our recordings and observations over the last 2 years have interestingly shown that there
are about an equal number of men and women who speed, that there is no particular “speeder”
age group, no particular type of speeder vehicle whether sports, SUV, sedan, truck, van or old
jalopy, or whether it is a private or a commercial vehicle such as taxi, business van, garbage
truck, cement truck, coach, bus or whether there are other passengers in the vehicles or not. The
vast majority of them all speed on Marine Drive. The only groups of vehicles in which speeders
do not seem to be a dominant feature on Marine Drive appear to be police vehicles, motorbikes,
vintage cars, Handidarts, cars with handicap signs, school busses and White Rock City utility
vehicles; oh yes and of course the local street sweeper truck. What we found to be really scary
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while conducting our observations, is just how little speeding drivers inside their vehicles seem
to be focused on their actual driving, more precisely the physical operation of their vehicle, and
their lack of thought and planning for what lies ahead on the road. Obviously many, instead of
perceiving their vehicle as the cockpit of a moving machine, instead perceive it as either their
living room, office, dining room, make up space, communications centre or entertainment den.
For example, practically no one slows down even if there is a large family or large group of
school children walking/ running/ playing on the sidewalk ahead. We observed countless cases
of “distracted drivers” speeding 2 or even 3 times the legal limit while speaking on their
handheld cell phones, whilst texting, drinking coffee or other beverages, eating ice cream,
burgers, hot dogs, fish and chips, sandwiches, putting on make- up, checking/ reading papers etc.
We once even caught a glimpse of a fellow doing about 70 km/hr while eating spaghetti, one
hand at the same time holding both a full-size dinner plate and the steering wheel, the other hand
twirling the spaghetti onto a fork, absolutely no kidding!
So, what adds up to justify using the term “Nightmare” as stated in the title of this article
“Nightmare on Marine Drive in White Rock”? Well here are but a few of the factors.
1. When seeing speeders recklessly approaching a dense group of people on the sidewalk,
there is always a sharp sudden nagging fear that one day the Big Tragedy will occur,
occur when one of the many inattentive drivers causes their speeding vehicle to jump the
low curb and plough into a group of school children or others; or that a speeding driver
will fail to notice and be able to avoid hitting some playing child who by accident or push
ventured a little out on to the road as can easily happen when groups of kids are
waiting/playing around by a bus stop or walking in a group.
2. A second factor is the sense of danger always present due to the speeding on Marine
Drive whenever seeking to use a crosswalk, present every time you yourself or worse
when you know that a loved one is out and has to cross Marine. This despite that it is all
supposed to be a max 30 km/hr zone. Along the 5 km stretch between Bishop Rd and
Stayte Rd on Marine Drive there are 25 pedestrian crossings but of which only two are
regulated and where vehicles must stop. Many drivers are simply too distracted and
speeding too fast to notice pedestrians waiting at the curb of a crossing, while numerous
others simply just do not care to bother to stop as they are required to do by law. It is not
uncommon for a pedestrian to have to wait for 4 to 6 cars to pass before a driver decides
to stop and even then, the danger is not over. We have several times observed speeding
motorists seek to squeeze through and pass on the curbside of vehicles correctly stopped
at pedestrian crossings. My daughter and her dog were recently only millimeters from
being struck by a speeding lady overtaking on the shoulder of the road doing 60 km/hr or
more, my daughter and her dogs lives probably saved by the frantic beeping of the
commercial van driver who had correctly stopped, but in his side mirrors could see that
the car behind him had absolutely no intention of stopping. This is by no means an
uncommon occurrence. Due to the much speeding, using a pedestrian crossing is very
unsafe. It has to be done with much attention to accuracy in trying to calculate an
oncoming cars speed, in other words performing a judgement of whether you can make it
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before it gets there. You never have any assurance that a vehicle will stop, even if it was
still far away when you reached the curb and you would have become visible to the
driver. For sure most everyone living here has experienced having to rush back to save
themselves from a speeding vehicle. What is really very sad is that at one pedestrian
crossing, some children have on the road surface painted “stick” figures of families and
written ‘please stop’, while they on the posts holding the pedestrian crossing signs have
attached flowers, small teddy bears, hearts and small plastic beach buckets. However,
even this touching appeal from children to show care has not changed the traffic pattern
in the least at that crossing, the speeders simply do not care. Understandably children
tend to be the ones most scared when having to judge and cross the road as too with
handicapped people and slow elders; these are difficult calculations to have to make and
an almost unreasonable expectation of a developing child to cognitively be able to
perform safely. For sure Marine Drive is not at all child friendly nor considerate to
handicapped people or elders with mobility issues, they all often need to stand waiting for
a very long time to cross the road. One day we had to help an elderly gentleman who had
tripped and fallen by a pedestrian curb after a speeder barrelling by at about 90 km/hr had
forced him to run back. People and pets being clipped by vehicles in pedestrian crossings
is not uncommon. We have been told that just a few years ago a lady crossing a side
street along Marine Drive was hit by a swerving white truck, a truck which took off and
has never been found. She had both her legs amputated, however did still not make it and
died a short while after. Locals have also tried to copy and, of wood, make much needed
extra 30 km/hr signs nailing them on to telephone poles and other places along Marine
Drive but also to no effect. Screeching brakes and emergency type situations are a
common occurrence at pedestrian crossings all because of speeders. If you try and hand
sign to a speeder to please slow down it seldom helps much; although a few do wave
back apologetically and slow down, the vast majority either pretend not to see you or
simply laugh and “finger” you. It should be mentioned that failure to stop at a pedestrian
crossing happens so to speak across the board regardless of the driver’s gender, age or
type of vehicle they are driving, though with the exception of motor bikes. Bikers are by
far the most courteous of all to stop and ensure that people safely can cross the road,
presumably because they themselves are extremely vulnerable in the traffic and aware of
just how important it is for us all to be considerate and take care of each other.
3. Out on the actual road there is much chaos. There is only a single lane in each direction,
separated by mostly double solid yellow lines. If a driver should be among one of the
only ca. 15% who do happen to care about other people’s safety and respect the speed
limit, they will frequently be “tailgated”, honked and flashed at by one to several angry
drivers behind them seeking to pressure them to speed up. Several times daily we can see
such situations end up with an enraged driver after a short while behind a car overtake
across the double yellow meridian lines into the oncoming traffic or overtake on the
inside of a car. Typically they demonstratively accelerate up to a horrendous speed during
their dangerous manoeuvre, usually continuing to speed furiously up the road afterwards
to either show the other driver “just how damn slow” they were going or because the
speeder would be embarrassed should the other car catch up to them at for example a
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pedestrian crossing they were forced to stop at. Many dangerous situations are hereby
daily created.
4. Out on the actual road there are, too, in each direction painted onto the roads surface
approximately 60 to 100 meters apart an endless number of white bicycle symbols,
presumably to show motor vehicles and cyclists alike that the road is to be shared
between them. How considerate to think of the cyclists, how democratic and progressive,
except for the fact that with the current illegal speeds unchallenged and allowed to take
place, these white painted cyclist indicators are in effect more an invitation for cyclists to
commit suicide than a safety measure. They give people a very dangerous false
impression that it is safe to use the road to bike on. These bicycle symbols would of
course be okay if all vehicles were just doing the permitted 30 km/hr, however it becomes
8 or more times deadly when 50% of all cars unopposed are speeding anywhere between
50 km/hr and 90 km/hr or worse! Our advice to White Rock and Surrey council is to
immediately remove these dangerously misleading bicycle indicators unless the councils
intend to enforce the 30 km/hr speed limit. Well trained competition and exercise cyclists
with their professional gear and knowhow are mostly cognisant of the risks they are
taking on Marine Drive. However, for visiting amateur cyclists and families together with
their small kids on their cute wobbly pink or baby blue bicycles, it is simply an accident
waiting to happen to encourage them to cycle on the road. It is in fact irresponsible. As
much as possible, I personally try to stop and warn such families, suggesting that they
instead carefully use the side walk to bike on. Most pedestrians are here very
understanding and nobody wants to see a day of innocent joy turned into the worst
imaginable nightmare all just because of some non-caring speeder.
5. Of the 21 access roads down onto the 5 km long 30 km/hr zone of Marine Drive, only 2
access roads have traffic lights, both located near the old railway station only a couple of
blocks apart (Oxford St and Vidal St). Otherwise there is simply nothing to slow down
and inhibit the traffic from speeding on the entire 5 km stretch, no 3-way stop signs or
full stop signs on Marine, the absence of which basically turns Marine Drive into an
inviting “highway” for speeders. The pedestrian crossings have really no regulatory effect
on the speeders whatsoever. This is all very unfortunate because daily, from the 21
mentioned access roads, literally a thousand or more vehicles exiting from the many
residential areas on the slopes have to somehow try to get down onto Marine Drive. This
is currently, indeed, a tricky and perilous endeavour due to the much speeding and the
continuous flow of traffic due to there being no stop, or 3-way stop, signs on the whole
stretch to create pauses in the traffic. Motorists trying to access Marine Drive from the
side roads can often be forced to wait for a long time for speeding cars dashing by on
Marine before it may be safe enough to take a chance, even then still often resulting in
the tires making a panicky screeching noise. To add to the woes, many parked vehicles
lining Marine are permitted to park so close to the access roads, that they block the view
and make it literally impossible to see what speeding threats may be coming along
Marine Drive. With the speeding and the poor visibility combined, there are not many
seconds in a window of opportunity to act in. Having to quickly go into reverse and back
up again after having “crawled” out a bit to be able to see up the road is not uncommon.
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6. The amount of both wildlife and domestic pets that fall prey to speeders is simply
horrible. The drivers who hit these animals practically never stop to help their suffering
victims but most cowardly take off. How can anyone be so utterly evil, they all know
perfectly well when they have hit something. Wildlife that has ventured on to Marine
Drive, which is a very common occurrence, have absolutely no way of avoiding a 50
km/hr or more speeding vehicle barreling down Marine Drive, and the unlawful high
speed of the vehicle is a sure guarantee that much physical damage and excruciating
suffering will be inflicted upon impact. To simply not stop is the epitome of animal
cruelty. We have multiple times had to call for help from the “Critter Care Wildlife
Society” in Langley BC, a non profit society of pure angels who basically are the only
ones we have found willing to come help. They admit yearly about 2000 animals into
their facility; please send them a donation, they are truly heroes for our creature friends.
We have become friends with several of their staff, who have told us there are constantly
such injured or dying animal incidents occurring along Marine Drive because of its huge
number of speeders. Due to the always very busy Critter Care rescue vehicles, we
typically every time have to stay close to the wounded animal for between 1 to 3 hours
until Critter Care is able to arrive, stay close to keep curious domestic pets at a distance
be it a racoon, goose or one of many other wild creatures and if possible provide some
measure of comfort to the always very afraid and excruciating hurting or dying animals.
We feel that no helpless injured creature should be subject to the indignity of just being
left to die alone without anyone caring. We are all here together and we all matter.
It is truly heartbreaking to witness first hand the extreme cowardness and animal cruelty
of the irresponsibly fleeing speeder. I have to wonder what their children, family and
acquaintances would think of them if they knew of their TRUE character, the screams of
pain and fear coming from an animal hit by a fleeing speeder are so chilling and
heartbreaking beyond anything one can imagine and simply a nightmare to experience;
when you approach the animal, it will of course look at you absolutely terrified believing
you did it, that you did something so utterly evil like that to them, all while you of course
are just trying to help and the actual evil he or she is speeding away up the road not
caring a damn what tragedy they have left behind in their wake. We have experienced
dogs being “clipped” by speeding vehicles while walking behind their owners on a leash
in pedestrian crossings, some hits resulting in broken bones or as with one poor shocked
dog a large chunk of flesh ripped from its violently bleeding torso as the speeder made
her getaway. We have seen dogs being hit by speeding cars while running across the road
if their leash by accident was jerked from the owner’s grasp, for example due to their dog
excitingly having seen a doggie pal on the other side of the road. Many elders are not
exactly trained athletes with iron grips, but they do though deeply love and care about the
safety of their pets, their pets often being their only source left in life of providing
motivation to get up in the morning, their only means of having a friend who values their
love and from whom they can receive love. Such heartbreaking scenarios could well be
avoided if the culprit’s vehicle had been travelling at the legal speed limit. Many elders
have no means of paying costly accident vet bills, although it of course is the motorist
who should be paying if they were exceeding the 30 km/hr speed limit and had not
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cowardly taken off. We have unfortunately several times experienced such “gotten loose”
dogs being hit by reckless speeding drivers on Marine Drive and an elder being stuck
with the bill. We have by the roadside seen wounded, dying or dead racoons, Canada
geese, wild ducks, seagulls, rabbits, coyotes, squirrels, cats, lost dogs and even an eagle
we have all tried to help. About 4 to 5 times a year we have had to chase back to the bush
large deer that have ventured out onto Marine Drive and are running around in a panic
trying to get back over or through fences to rejoin their habitat. These situations are
extremely dangerous because of the speeders, dangerous for the deer and the people who
try to corral the deer back in the right direction. The cars simply just continue to come
like missiles at 2 to 3 times the legal speed limit, some eventually coming to a halt but
others impatiently swerving and dashing by on the road just millimetres from hitting us
all at deadly speeds. Not long ago I, the volunteer author of this article, saw a small dog
remarkably fall out of the window of a moving vehicle hitting the road hard and rolling
into the path of the oncoming cars. I rushed out to pick up the poor shocked gal, once
again being missed by only inches due to speeding vehicles with inattentive drivers
unable to slow down and stop in time or simply not caring to stop as we so often have
experienced before.
Practically all of the nightmarish dangers and tragedies described above in points 1 – 6 of
this article could be avoided if some measure could be found by which to force drivers to stick to
a 30 km/hr speed limit, thus giving them time enough to react and greatly reduce the bodily harm
and mortality risk upon any impact. For sure they will not do it voluntarily. Several suggestions,
we have been told, have over time been forwarded to the White Rock municipality by concerned
citizens. Unfortunately shifting previous city councils have all, despite the many discomforts and
severe dangers imposed by speeders, apparently shown little interest in doing anything effective.
Sending the occasional police car down onto Marine Drive does absolutely nothing, it may make
council feel like it “looks good to the voters and gives the impression that council ever so deeply
cares”, but you do not have to be a genius to figure out that it does absolutely nothing to reduce
the overall speeding and fundamentally address the problem. Having the police once in a while
pull over the odd vehicle as a means to stop the massive overall speeding on Marine Drive, is
about as effective as seeking to eradicate hunger in some poor country by sending a couple of
their citizens a sandwich. As soon as a police vehicle or officers appear, we can see speeding
cars slow down a bit and flash to warn others, only to resume their speeding a soon as they are
clear. If someone does get stopped for speeding, they rarely seem to be given a ticket just a
warning after their usual ever so apologetic and whining theatrics (we can sometimes actually
see and hear them). The constables here in White Rock are simply too nice and kind. Their
friendly skills, if we may make a suggestion, would instead be much better applied to for
example befriending and chatting with the ca. 3-4 dozen seasonal cruisers to White Rock who
have bikes and vehicles purposely made to sound like ear-deafening lawn mowers (we have
heard them referred to as “the lawn mower brigade”) .There is an application everyone can get
on their cell phone that measures sound decibels, and the nice constables could instead use their
precious time to seek to check for extra loud vehicles and seek to convince these motorists, that
the quiet tiger like pure of an engine is much more cool than a lawnmower sound. In short, that
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they for sure would get a lot more looks of genuine admiration with a quiet motor on their
spectacular motorbikes, rather than looks of annoyance from everyone for ruining peoples lovely
White Rock seaside tranquility. All the 3 main public areas along Marine Drive are designated
Quiet Zones even if signage (as usual) is seriously lacking, bylaw violators are punishable by
fines of up to $2000. With decibel meters available on their phones the police should have no
problem doing checks. The legal noise limit in BC is 83 db., however council can bylaw
whatever under that level they think is appropriate in order for visitors to comfortably be able to
carry on a conversation in a restaurant or residents in their living rooms.
We locals have occasionally heard possible solutions aired to stop the speeding,
suggestions such as making portions of Marine Drive accessible for local traffic only, making
sections of Marine Drive accessible for pedestrians only or making it all a one-way road.
However quite honestly, this would really spoil much of the charm and character of White Rock,
probably not be advantageous for the all-important seaside business community and really do
little to address the speeding mayhem in all the other major areas. White Rock City council has,
we know, also received requests from residents to introduce multiple speed bumps along the
entire Marine Drive at short intervals, which of course could effectively help slow things down
and easily could be engineered towards securing the much safer 30 km/hr. However, this
proposal we have been told, has been rejected by previous councils excusing that Marine Drive
also functions as a through road for emergency vehicles. This though is a really weak excuse, for
there are no hospitals or fire station facilities at either end of Marine Drive, only freeway
connections and residential areas. Also, just one block up from Marine Drive, there are excellent
clear roads emergency vehicles could use, also mostly free from traffic. But apart from
speedbumps, there is perhaps an even better solution, a solution which we would here like to
propose, a more “wholistic” solution that in one big sweep could secure the 30 km/hr speed limit,
mean much less stress for all at pedestrian crossings, curtail the daily many dangerous
manoeuvres by speeders and provide a much higher degree of safety for all residents, visitors,
groups of families or school children, cyclists, pets, wildlife and the thousand or more local
residents who daily have the stressful risky task of trying to access Marine Drive from a side
road.
In our humble opinion 3 things need to be done to stop the speeding and we would like to
propose the following solution: 1) White Rock City and Surrey must ensure that the entire 5 km
Marine Drive stretch is extensively marked with proper (not home made) 30 km/hr signs at the
sides of the road visible to all traffic. Many places on Marine Drive signage is sadly lacking, in
particular in areas under the jurisdiction of the city of Surrey, sometimes there is not a single sign
for up to a 5-block stretch! 2) Just like there are white bicycle symbols painted onto the road,
there most definitely should also be equivalent “max 30 km/hr” markings painted on the actual
road some every 60 to 100 meters, alternating with the bicycle markings. There is presently only
one such 30 km/hr marking on Marine Drive, namely the one that was painted in a thin line in
front of a pedestrian crossing by what has to be, indeed, very scared children. With #1 and #2 in
place there can, thereafter, remain no excuse what so ever for a speeding motorist to claim
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ignorance. However, this alone will of course not stop the dangerous speeding which brings us to
the all-important measure number 3.
3) The only way the incredible over ¾ of all motorists speeding at highly lethal speeds on
Marine Drive are ever going to even begin to think and care about stuff like injury, pain or
worse, is (sadly enough) if the speeders themselves feel that they might be at risk because of
their speeding. In other words, although they may have no care for the safety of others, fear for
their own skin is a completely different matter. We therefore highly recommend to White Rock
city council and Surrey council (who hopefully can figure out how to work together), that at
basically every single one of the 19 unrestricted intersections leading on to Marine Drive, either
“3-way stops” be established or even better “full stops” for the Marine Drive traffic. Both of
these measures would compel Marine Drive motorists to have to stop at intervals since their own
safety is now at stake, and it would effectively slow down the traffic to pretty much the desired
30 km/hr legal limit. There would simply be no point in speeding. Nineteen or so stops on a long
5-kilometer stretch is absolutely not a lot in an urban setting with a very high density of people
on the road and pavements, with 21 access side roads and 25 highly used pedestrian crossings!
Having regulated stops on Marine Drive would be no different than driving in any other city
setting, there is no need for any apologies to anyone for its introduction on Marine Drive.
However, having as now a super busy 5 km long stretch of “highway” going through a densely
populated recreational area with only the two traffic light stops bunched together at the one end
is truly absurd and too much of a temptation for speeders.
This “3-way” or “full stop” signage solution for Marine Drive would bring with it a
multitude of additional advantages for everyone, 1) it will allow emergency vehicles to smoothly
make their way through the traffic without speed bump obstacles, 2) it will make accessing
Marine Drive from the many side roads completely safe and stress-free for the over thousand
vehicles daily coming down from the residential areas, and of course thereby too a lot more safe
for the Marine Drive traffic, 3) the cars parked on Marine Drive close to side streets would no
longer hinder safe access to Marine, 4) it will make life much less stressful and much more safe
for pedestrians at the many pedestrian crossings, in particular for slow elders and children, 5) the
probability of a speeding vehicle jumping the curb and ploughing at high speed into a group of
people or hitting some child who accidentally ventured a bit onto the road would be vastly
reduced, 6) it would reduce much dangerous distracted driving since drivers now would have to
pay attention to upcoming stop signs, 7) creatures on the road will have a much higher chance of
escaping an oncoming vehicle and the much animal cruelty inflicted by speeders could be
avoided, 8) instances would be eliminated of motorists habitually putting their brain on an
inattentive “auto drive”, as we believe getting on to Marine Drive is a green light for many to do,
instead of habitually beginning on a bunch of their favorite “distracted driver” activities to kill
time, drivers would now know there are upcoming regulated intersections which they have to
negotiate for their own personal safety sake, and 9) perhaps most important is that motorists will
hopefully, due to being compelled by stop signs, stick to the legal speed limit, have more time to
react to the many possible situations that can occur in such a busy major recreational area for
which Marine Drive is the mother vein.
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There is presently much attention being given to reintroducing photo radar, photo radar
was unfortunately removed around the same time as an alcohol loving BC premier many years
ago had his drunken grinning mug photo displayed across the entire world media, when he was
caught driving drunk in Hawaii. Since then speeders have had a field day and thereby probably
numerous lives lost. Personally, I loved the speed cameras. One time I was away and had let my
daughter use my Ford Mustang convertible. Upon returning I found waiting for me 3 lovely radar
photos of my car with tickets attached, each showing my car on exactly the same stretch of road
by UBC on 3 successive days doing the same 10 km over the speed limit. I gladly paid the
tickets, felt grateful to the police for alerting me and had a chat with my daughter about safety.
This was 24 years ago and my daughter has never had a speeding ticket since. Radar
cameras are an excellent means to remind us of our responsibility to others around us, lest we
should forget. Although a few motorists even today after the much advancement in technology
still continue to use some indeed very outdated types of excuses for not wanting cameras,
excuses such as “government money grab”( fines go to municipalities not the BC government),
“privacy rights”, “authoritarian monitoring “or “equipment accuracy” all to avoid being held
accountable for their love of speeding and indifference for others’ safety, things seem about to
change. There is talk of introducing 30 km/hr zones on all smaller roads in residential areas some
monitored by cameras and the decision about seriously expanding the use of cameras at
intersections on main roads is about to effectuated. There seems today to have evolved a wide
spread majority among BC citizens for advancing the use of cameras to monitor speeding on our
roads and an increased effort to save lives. The present NDP government of BC and their Green
Party supporters should be highly complimented for their efforts in promoting this, be
complimented for their courage to do what is right and for putting our precious environment and
people’s safety first in their policies. However, that being said, solely using cameras on Marine
Drive is simply too unreliable a tool to stop the many speeders, physical obstacles such as the
proposed stop signs or 3-way stop signs are a dire necessity to slow these dangerous people
down. However, a dozen or more strategically placed radar cameras along Marine Drive, would
most certainly be a welcome means to identify perpetrators.
Once and for all going the “Full Monty” (symbolicly meant) and making the necessary
effective changes to stop the speeding will of course take courage from all on our White Rock
city council elected not too long ago in the fall of 2018. We in our family all voted for them.
There will invariably be speeders who will complain profusely, whereas for others it will overall
probably feel rather nice, not seem too big a deal having to leave home 5 minutes earlier and
actually make their drive feel a lot safer and more relaxed. For sure, not having to feel pressured
by some impatient driver behind you honking and flashing their lights or having some enraged
driver attempting to dangerously and illegally overtake you would, for most, be a delight. We
suggest that city council simply notify complainants that it is the speeders own persistent illegal
conduct which is responsible for the changes, changes necessary to be made in order to create a
more stress free and safe environment for the public. Council could, for example, propose to
complainants to either 1) suffer the terrible agony of having to leave home a colossal 5 minutes
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earlier as not to have to speed and risk others’ lives, 2) if this is just too torturous to endure, then
to instead find an alternative route, 3) to attend relaxation training and learn to be able to relax
even under such horrendously traumatic conditions as having to drive at 30 km/hr and having to
stop at a such depressing obstacles as an intersection or a horrible pedestrian crossing, 4) if the
complainant is struggling emotionally, council could for example suggest they take a
desensitization workshop on anger management or road rage, 5) suggest they take a bus or 6)
suggest that they get a bicycle and enjoy what would then be a much safer and more pleasant ride
along Marine Drive.
It is only natural with such dire a history of former White Rock city councils doing
absolutely nothing of any value to stop the speeding nightmare on Marine Drive, that many
locals and trades people who have extensively discussed the mayhem for several years, are
fearful that nothing will ever be done. For example we fear that after receiving this detailed
article, the new White Rock council will nonetheless, as earlier councils apparently have done,
proceed to either just stick their head into the sand and ignore it, drag any action out to eternity,
come with some vague promises to cover their backs, do something utterly useless and
insufficient to make it look like they care (please excuse the honesty), or simply just come up
with some vague justification/excuse to let the speeders continue to bring mayhem to Marine
Drive. We would like to point out to city council that the observations reported in this article are
about as accurate as can be, literally hundreds of speed gun readings have been taken over a
period of two years using a highly accurate Bushnell Velocity Speed Gun, readings taken along
the entire 5 km Marine Drive stretch at different times. Averages have been calculated with
regards to amount of speeding taking place and the percentage of speeders within each speeding
category used, too some characteristics of the observed populations were noted hence the
demographics given. Many statements reflecting people’s experiences have been taken down
from residents in the area and from trades people, plus of course our own observations added.
We have here tried to give council a close-up picture what the actual experience of living around
Marine Drive is like for the local population, the children and elders, the pets and wildlife, not to
mention our many visitors.
Just to reiterate, the numbers are accurate and they are simply appalling, only ca. 15% of
all motorists travelling on Marine Drive respect the 30 km/hr speed limit, 35% of all vehicles
speed between 30-50 km/hr, a colossal 40% of all vehicles speed between 50-70 km/hr and 10%
between 70-90 km/hr or more! The much speeding is for White Rock a very serious matter and
we feel that by having here minutely detailed for council the many dangers and discomforts
currently presenting themselves because of speeding, council would not be able to claim
innocence if some major incident occurred (God forbid), but could justifiably be held responsible
if not legally, then morally. We believe that council needs to immediately act on these warnings
and effectively seek to address this speeding nightmare; or as my neighbour from England
recently not very diplomatically exclaimed to me out of his car window only seconds after he
once again almost got smashed into by a speeding vehicle while trying to turn on to Marine
Drive (do excuse the language!): “I tell you, if I get rammed its going to be that f…ing councils
fault and I’m going to f…ing sue the hell out of that whole blo… bunch!, blimey this is barmy!”
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(again, do forgive his choice of words, but he would literally just nano seconds earlier have been
obliviated by a speeding truck had he not desperately backed up).
The cost of the proposed package presented here for managing the traffic on Marine
Drive is practically neglectable compared to the many multi million-dollar projects various
councils over the last few years have supported. To provide 1) adequate 30 km/hr signage along
all of Marine Drive, 2) put another 15 to 20 more “Quiet Zone” signs up, 3) apply all the “max
30 km/hr” paint markings to the surface of the road and 4) establish some 19 full stop or 3-way
stop intersections at access roads and perhaps even throw in a dozen or so speed cameras would
only cost peanuts in comparison to other projects. This low-cost project could literally be fully
completed in a matter of only 3 to 4 weeks, but would probably be the single most “God send” of
all projects in years for Marine Drive, its residents, its trade folk and our many visitors. Every
day this nightmarish speeding is allowed to continue feels like a slap in the face of we residents
and all visitors by council and a pat on the back to the speeders. If you as a reader of this article
can support the above proposal to make White Rock a much safer and pleasant place for
everyone and stop the dangerous illegal speeding, PLEASE convey this to the White Rock city
council. Whether you live in White Rock or across our nation in Nova Scotia, protection of this
Canadian gem is most definitely everyone’s business. Our indigenous hosts have a saying that
goes “people do not own the land, it is the land that owns the people”, we all have a duty to care
for and protect any part of mother Canada and its inhabitants no matter where we live.
We have meticulously studied all the access roads between Bishop Rd and Stayte Rd with
regard to proximity to other roads, appropriate spacing between stop signs to inhibit speeding,
access road traffic, whether on a hill or the access road is at an angle (safety issues) etc. We, in
our humble opinions, would like to recommend that Marine Drive be equipped with Stop signs
or 3-way stop signs at: Bishop Rd., Magdalen Cres., High St., NOT at Duprez St. (too close to
another street), Bay St., Anderson St., NOT at Oxford St. (has traffic lights), Elm St., NOT at
Vidal St. ( has traffic lights), Johnston Rd./extension of Fir St., Dolphin St, Cypress St. walk
down, Balsam St., Finlay St., Maple St., Lee St., Parker St., Kent St., Keil St., Habgood St.,
Stevens St., and Stayte Rd. (160th St.). It should be noticed, that on a long stretch of Marine
Drive, between Vidal St. and Johnston Rd./Fir St. on top of the hill, there are no access roads in
which to put stop signs up to help curtail speeding, just a multitude of pedestrian crossings; in
our opinion a couple of these pedestrian crossings should strategically be equipped with stop
signs and the rest with pedestrian crossing flashing lights.
Please, dear council, do not ignore or drag this out. Start today and you may well save a
life or prevent someone from being severely hurt. Surely such is more important than appeasing
a bunch of dangerous speeders.
Yours truly,
Citizens for a safe White Rock.
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Presentation - Item 4

Workshop & Business Survey
Top 5 Waterfront Issues

September 10, 2019

July 23 Workshops
o 31 signed in participants in the evening session

o 8 signed in participants in the afternoon session (few businesses)

July 23 Workshops
o Tables evaluated the 28 issues and opportunities derived from the
Community Forum, then ranked their top 10 issues, and prioritize
their top 10 corresponding actions.
o On July 24, the consultant team and staff worked to synthesize
the top 10 issues/actions presented by all of the tables, and the
designers worked to illustrate concepts of how these actions
might be realized.
o An open drop-in was held in the afternoon to showcase the
output to date, including Top 5 Issues. Staff committed to
contacting Marine Drive businesses directly for their input to
validate the priorities and content of the issues.

July 23 Workshops – Top 5 Issues Synthesis
#

ISSUE #

OPPORTUNITY

Sidewalk width and condition

Outdoor patios and sidewalk extensions

Parking

Progressive parking programs

Building Façade improvements

Building façade incentives

Business Improvement

Increase mix and occupancy

Tree Planting

Greening program for the waterfront

Traffic

Traffic calming and increased pedestrian area
and priority
Extend connections

Connections to waterfront
promenade
Connections to beach

Safer and easier pathways down to beach

Seating

New and innovative seating

All season programming

Extend programming and seasonal design

Noise

Policy improvements and enforcement

Access

Increased access points

First Nations recognition

More public art and coordination

Railway Coordination

Improved use of land

Pier design and programming

Additional features and rest areas

Wayfinding and signage

Wayfinding program

Identity

Unique and fresh identity

Lighting

Improved directed lighting

Uphill connections to City

Improved signage and landscaping

Transit access to waterfront

Improved transit

Environmental Improvement

Environmental design program

PR / Branding

Improved communications strategy

East vs. West Beach

Two unique Waterfront Districts

Things to do for young families

Attracting more young families (with kids)

Things to do for young adults and
teens
Underutilized public spaces

Attracting more young adults and teens

Event / high volume day logistics

Formalizing / redesigning underutilized public
spaces
Improved event day configurations

Dogs

Defined dog friendly areas

1. Accessibility
2. All Season Programming
3. Business Improvement
4. Environmental Improvement
5. Age Friendly Activities

July 23 Workshops - Sketches

Top 5 Issues Survey

Top 5 Issues Survey

#1 - Accessibility
o Connecting Marine Drive and Uptown
o Wayfinding Signage

o Access to Promenade and Beach
o Parking and Traffic

o Pedestrian/Bike First Marine Drive
o Wider Promenade

#1 - Accessibility
o Connecting Marine Drive and Uptown
o Wayfinding Signage

o Access to Promenade and Beach
o Parking and Traffic

o Pedestrian/Bike First Marine Drive
o Wider Promenade

#2 – All Season Programming
o Four-season Design

o Four-season Programming
o Pier Activation

o Weather Protection in Public Realm

#3 – Business Improvement
o Policy & Bylaw Review/Update
o Incentives

o Business Support/Outreach
o Vacant Space/Land

o More Business Variety

#4 – Environmental Improvement
o Education and Awareness
o Enhanced

o Business Support/Outreach
o Vacant Space/Land

o More Business Variety

#5 – Age Friendly Activities
o Activities and Amenities for Families and Young Adults
o Social Media Hotspots

o Accessibility for Seniors/Disabled [to activities]

Waterfront Enhancement Strategy (WES) Process
Phase 1 – Assess Current Conditions & Future Potential (Spring 2019 - Summer 2019)
•
•
•
•
•

Online Community Survey (TalkWhiteRock.ca)
Completion of WES Resource Book
WES Resource Book presented to LUPC & Task Force (June 10 LUPC / June 18 MDTF);
Meeting #1 with Marine Drive Task Force (obtain Task Force feedback);
Waterfront Community Forum (June 27, 2019);

Phase 2 – Develop Conceptual Enhancement Strategies (Summer 2019 - Fall 2019)
•
•
•
•

Develop draft waterfront enhancement concepts;
Meeting #2 with Marine Drive Task Force (July 16, 2019);
Waterfront Design Workshop (July 23, 2019);
Design Workshops(s) Summary/ Draft Strategies presented to LUPC and Task Force (September 9 LUPC / September
17 MDTF);

Phase 3 – Recommended Updates (Fall 2019 – December 2019)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Open House (presentation of Draft Strategies for public feedback), plus on-line survey & ‘pop-up’ public
consultation on Waterfront (Mid-September – Mid-October 2019).
Meeting #4 with Marine Drive Task Force (draft Strategies refinement – October 15, 2019);
Corporate report to LUPC summarizing feedback from Phase 2 & Task Force Recommendations;
Final Public Information Meeting (presentation of preferred Strategy for public feedback);
Corporate report to Council, with public feedback summary & recommended OCP Bylaw amendments; and
Required Public Hearing on OCP Bylaw amendments, Council consideration to adopt or reject amendments.

Presentation - Item 6

Zoning Bylaw Review

Parking and Loading (particularly for Smaller Lots)
on Marine Drive

September 10, 2019

Recommended Bylaw Review of CR-3/CR-4

March 11, 2019
o Align height and density with OCP (2.0 FAR / 4 storeys)

o Incorporate recommendations of Waterfront
Enhancement Strategy (WES) / Marine Dr Task Force
o Update parking and loading requirements per WES /
Parking Task Force

Recommended Bylaw Review of CR-3/CR-4
March 11, 2019
o Proposed Review Process
1. Bring forward proposed updates
in Phase 3 of WES
2. Hold on-line survey and Public
Information Meeting (PIM), to
obtain input on updates
3. Public Hearing on proposed CR-3
& CR-4 zone updates, following
WES completion

Current Parking Requirements
o Section 4.14 (General Regulations) of Zoning Bylaw
Development Type/Category

Spaces Required

1-, 2-, or 3- Unit Residential

2 per dwelling unit

Apartment (4 or more units)

1.5 per unit (1.2 residential and
0.3 visitor)

Restaurant

1 per 16 seats (vs. 1 per 8 seats
elsewhere in the City)

Commercial / Retail

1 per 74 m2 (vs. 1 per 37 m2
elsewhere in the City)

Current Loading Requirements
o Section 4.15 (General Regulations) of Zoning Bylaw
Development Type/Category

Spaces Required

Residential

1 if more than 10 units

Commercial / Institutional

1 (no minimum) up to 500 m2

Aerial Image of 15000-Block Marine Drive
15081 Marine Drive

15053 Marine Drive

Existing Condition (Plan and Elevation)
15053 Marine Drive
Former “Giraffe”

Option #1 Discussed with Applicant
15053 Marine Drive
Former “Giraffe”

Option #2 Discussed with Applicant

Option #3 Discussed with Applicant

Options for Parking Requirements
o Payment-in-lieu of parking for certain areas (requires
creation of Off-Street Parking Reserve Fund), for
commercial and or visitor parking
o Revising residential parking ratios (e.g. 1 or 1.5 spaces
per unit for buildings with up to 3 units, instead of 2
spaces per unit as currently required)
o Allowing parking space requirements to be met by
leasing City parking spaces
o Requiring site-specific applications (Development
Variance Permit or Rezoning) for all variances

Options for Parking Requirements
o Off-Street Parking Reserve Fund parameters:

o Rate per space ($20,000 / $40,000 / other)

o Eligible property criteria (residential/commercial,
property size, neighbourhood, etc.)
o How funds from Parking Reserve may be spent
(new/existing facilities, asset maintenance, etc).

Options for Loading Requirements
o Waive loading space requirement for properties under
a certain size / dimension, and
o Require that loading activities occur in the morning
(e.g. before 8am Monday-Saturday, 9am Sunday)
o Consider reconfiguring nearby road allowance (e.g.
Martin Street) for shared loading outside of travel
lane
o Requiring site-specific applications (Development
Variance Permit or Rezoning) for all variances

Street View from Marine Drive (looking NW)
15081 Marine Drive
“Little India”

View from Rear Lane of Subject Property
15081 Marine Drive
“Little India”

15073/77 Marine Drive
Former “Italian Touch”

View from Rear Lane of Similar Property
15053 Marine Drive
Former “Giraffe”

